
8:00am Networking Breakfast

8:45am Opening Remarks
Mark Casselman, Digital Health Canada

9:00am Opening Keynote
Ovey Yeung, Patient Advocate and Agile Consultant on integrated services – MANNA Consulting

10:10am HealthLink BC Digital Transformation
Emily Hamilton, Provincial Health Services Authority
Sandra Sundhu, HealthLink BC
Moderator: Mike Cleghorn

10:55am Networking Break

11:25am
Main Room

Cloudy With a Chance of Innovation: Inspirational Healthcare Projects Leveraging AWS
Step into a world where common healthcare system challenges meet innovative solutions. This presentation unveils a
collection of inspirational healthcare projects that harness the transformative power of the AWS cloud. Explore how cutting-
edge AWS technologies, solutions and services are revolutionizing patient care, streamlining processes, and redefining the
future of healthcare. Join us on a journey that showcases the limitless possibilities that your colleagues from across Canada
and the globe have begun to explore. Learn about some of the exciting AWS partners that have collaborated with healthcare
organizations to deliver real, meaningful results. When innovation meets the AWS cloud, the forecast is a brighter, healthier
and more efficient tomorrow. 
Erin O’Halloran, AWS

11:25 am
Breakout Room

How AHS is using AI and Automation to Improve Patient and Employee Experiences
In an era in which healthcare is challenged by cost, access, and staffing shortages, Canadian healthcare providers continue to
feel pressure to deliver world-class patient care with less. Join this session to hear how Alberta Health Services is leveraging
AI and Automation to enhance patient care by decreasing administrative burdens and improving clinical efficiency and
employee engagement. 
Glenn Shortt, Alberta Health Services and Ross Ambury, ServiceNow

12:10pm Networking Lunch

1:10pm Connecting the Dots
In this session, we will hear from three individuals outside of the physician space who are creating and contributing towards
a better-connected patient journey. They are advocates of innovation and want to shift how we provide care currently.
Derrick Bernardo, Broadmead Care
Glynda Rees, British Columbia Institute of Technology
Jason Cridge, Cridge Pharmacies
Moderator: Naima Salemohamed

2:05pm A Discussion on Public Private Partnerships
Jessica Rudd, Medtronic Integrated Health Solutions
Heidi Giesbrecht, BC Ministry of Health
Erin O’Halloran, AWS
Ryan Gerard, Oracle Health

2:50pm Networking Break

3:20pm Closing Keynote
In this session, Tara will explore the potential of digital technologies, innovation, and distinctive partnerships to propel us
towards an enhanced and more interconnected healthcare system. Can these elements synergize to create a future where
care is seamlessly connected and optimized for improved outcomes? Join the keynote presentation to delve into the
transformative power of technology and collaborative partnerships in reshaping the landscape of healthcare delivery in BC.
Tara McCarville, Principal – Brighton Group Health & Director – WELL Health

4:20pm Closing Remarks
Mark Casselman, Digital Health Canada

AGENDA


